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Records Analyst II with sixteen years of experience in various high volume, customer 
service-centric roles across several industries. Highly proficient in Elite Records 
Management System and Microsoft Word, Outlook, and Excel. Recognized for 
outstanding interpersonal skills. Consistently met or exceeded client needs with the 
highest level of satisfaction.

EXPERIENCE

Records Analyst II
Appleone Employment Services - MARCH 2003 – PRESENT

 Performing the data entry of current and analyzing legacy records 
into safety health environmental automated system (shears) 
database, validation of records and images and handling of cd format.
Provide direction and assistance to record technicians.

 Performing oversight direction to record technicians with yearly self-
assessment in preparing records to be sent to corporate archives by 
using the retention schedule.

 Responsible for following the task both individually or collectively, 
preparing and organizing records into a digital format such as 
scanning documents using Imaging Professional, Adobe, and Acrobat 
according to instruction and specifications.

 Training the incoming record technicians in our main facility and all 
satellite record centers in the use of shears, data entry, filing, 
Imaging Professional, Adobe, and Acrobat, WFS ( Web File Share), 
versatile database and provide oversight and advice as requested.

 Providing customer service which includes assisting with records 
submissions, document retrievals, delivering requested records, and 
assisting with audits which include in-depth searches in shears.

 Providing orientation and ongoing instructions to the customers on 
how to use CFRC to their best advantages and develop and 
implement procedures on how to use shears on the web.

 Maintaining metrics and statistics for the CFRC as required by the 
contact and customer, preparing associated logs and submitting them
to the team lead as scheduled or requested.

Records Analyst 
ABC Corp - JULY 2002 – JANUARY 2003

 Assisted with the development and implementation of Records 
Management procedures.

 Preserved and protected the confidential nature of any information 
maintained by the company.

 Maintained a database of extensive criminal and civil histories that is 
client specific and accessible.
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 Assisted the clients with various questions and concerns regarding 
search requests and results.

 Located outside contractors to service file pull requests in desired 
areas.

 Facilitated quality control of trainees work to ensure accuracy and 
compliance.

 Ensured reports are FCRA compliant by performing quality assurance 
of results found by other researchers and/or court clerks.

EDUCATION

 CERTIFICATE IN ADMINISTRATIVE in Administrative Assistant - 1994 to 
1996(Albuquerque TV-I Now CNM  - Albuquerque, NM )HIGH SCHOOL 
DIPLOMA - March 1981(Ganado High School  - Ganado, AZ )

SKILLS

Data Entry, Data Analysis, Database Management, Documentation, Excel, Event 
Planning, Filing, Graphic Design, Inventory Management, Inventory
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